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Abstract-We show that several interesting problems in Rw - 
filtering, quadratic game theory, and risk sensitive control and 
estimation follow as special cases of the Krein-space linear esti- 
mation theory developed in [l]. We show that a11 these problems 
can be cast into the problem of calculating the stationary point 
of certain second-order forms, and that by considering the ap- 
propriate state space models and error Gramians, we can use the 
~ r e ~ n - s p a ~ e  estimation theory to calculate the stationary points 
and study their properties. The approach discussed here allows 
for interesting generalizations, such as finite memory adaptive 
filtering with varying sliding patterns. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
LASSICAL results in linear least-squares estimation and 
Kalman filtering are based on an LZ or HZ criterion 
and require a priori knowledge of the statistical properties 
of the noise signals. In some applications, however, one 
is faced with model uncertainties and a lack of statistical 
information on the exogenous signals which has led to an 
increasing interest in minimax estimation (see, e.g., 121-[9] 
and the references therein) with the belief that the resulting so- 
called H" algorithms will be more robust and less sensitive 
to parameter variations. 
Furthermore, while the statistical Kalmm-filtering algorithm 
can be viewed as a recursive procedure that minimizes a 
certain quadratic cost function, there has also been increasing 
interest in an alternative so-called exponential (LEQG) cost 
function [13]-[16] which is risk-sensitive in the sense that it 
depends on a real parameter that determines whether more 
or less weight should be given to higher or smaller errors. 
The corresponding filters have been termed risk-sensitive and 
include the Kalman filter as a special case. We show in 
this paper that the H"" and risk-sensitive filters can both 
be obtained by using appropriate Krein space-Kalman filters, 
based on the theory developed in Part I [l]. 
H" and risk-sensitive estimation and control problems, 
quadratic games, and finite memory adaptive filtering prob- 
lems lead almost by inspection to indefinite deterministic 
quadratic forms. Following [I], we solve these problems 
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by constructing the corresponding Krein-space "stoc 
problems for which the Kalman-filter solutions can be written 
down immediately; moreover, the conditions for a minimum 
can also be expressed in terms of quantities easily related to the 
basic Riccati equations of the Kalman filter. This approach also 
explains the many similarities between, say, the H" solutions 
and ~e classical LQ solutions and in addition marks out their 
key differences. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section I1 we introduce 
the H" estimation problem, state the conventional solution, 
and discuss its similarities with and differences from the 
Conventional Kalman filter. In Section I11 we reduce the H" 
estimation problem to guaranteeing the positivity of a certain 
indefinite quadratic form. We then relate this quadratic form 
to a certain f ie in  state-space model which allows us to use 
the results of the companion paper [ 11 to derive conditions for 
its positivity and to show that projection in the Krein space 
allows us to solve the H" estimation problem. In this context 
we derive the H" a posteriori, a priori, and smoothing filters, 
and show that H" estimation is essentially Kalman filtering 
in Krein space; we also obtain a natural parameterization of 
all H" estimators. One advantage of our approach is that 
it suggests how well-known conventional Kalman-filtering 
algorithms, such as square root arrays and Chandrasekhar 
recursions, can be extended to the H" setting. 
In Section IV we describe the problem of risk-sensitive 
estimation [ 131-[ 151 and show that a risk-sensitive estima- 
tor is one that computes the stationary point of a certain 
second-order form, provided that this second-order form has 
a minimum over a certain set of variables. By considering a 
corresponding Krein state-space model, we use the results of 
[ 11 to derive conditions for the existence of the minimum and 
to show that the Krein-space projection also solves the risk- 
sensitive estimation problem. We then derive risk-sensitive 
a posieriori, a priori, and smoothing filters parallel to what 
was done in Section 11. We also use this parallel to stress 
the connection between H" and risk-sensitive estimation that 
was first discovered in [21], using different arguments. Before 
concluding with Section VI, we describe the finite memory 
adaptive filtering problem in Section V and use the Krein- 
space approach to solve this problem and to connect it to 
state-space approaches to adaptive filtering. 
As was done in the companion paper [l], we shall use 
bold letters for elements in a Krein space, and normal letters 
for corresponding complex numbers. Also, we shall use 2 to 
denote the estimate of z (according to some criterion), and 2 
to denote the Krein-space projection, thereby stressing the fact 
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{i313 - L3z3c3);=0 
that they need not coincide. Many of the results discussed here 
were obtained earlier by several other authors using different 
methods and arguments. Our approach, we believe, provides 
a powerful unification with immediate insights to various 
extensions. 
- to 
{%I - L3zJ}j=0 
11. H" ESTIMATION 
Several Hm-filtering algorithms have been recently derived 
by a variety of methods in both the continuous and discrete- 
time cases (see, e.g., [2]-[9] and the references therein). 
Many authors have noticed some formal similarities be- 
tween the H" filters and the conventional Kalman filter, how- Fig. l .  Transfer matrix from disturbances to filtered and predicted estimation 
ever, we shall further clarify this connection by showing that 
H" filters are nothing more than certain Krein space-Kalman 
filters. In other words, the H" filters can be viewed as 
recursively performing a (Gram-Schmidt) orthogonalization 
(or projection) procedure on a convenient set of observation 
data that obey a state-space model whose state evolves in an 
indefinite metric space. This is of significance since it yields a 
geometric derivation of the H" filters, and because it unifies 
H 2 -  and H"-estimation in a simple framework. Moreover, 
once this connection has been made explicit, many known 
alternative and more efficient algorithms, such as square-root 
arrays and Chandrasekhar equations [24], can be applied to 
the H"-setting as well. Also our results deal directly with 
the time-varying scenario. Finally, we note that although we 
restrict ourselves here to the discrete-time case, the continuous 
time analogs follow the same principles. 
A. Formulation of the H"-Filtering Problem 
Consider a time-variant state-space model of the form 
(1) %;+I = Fix; + G i ~ i ,  $0 yi = H;X~ +vi, 2 2 0  
where F, E C n X n ,  G, E C n X m  and H, E C p x n  are known 
matrices, XO, { U % } ,  and {U,} are unknown quantities, and y, is 
the measured output. We can regard w, as a measurement noise 
and U ,  as a process noise or driving disturbance. We make no 
assumption on the nature of the disturbances (e.g., normally 
distributed, uncorrelated, etc). In general, we would like to 
estimate some arbitrary linear combination of the states, say 
zi = L i X i  
where L, E CqXn is given, using the observations {yJ}. 
Let Z,12 = Ff(y0, y1, . . . , y,) denote the estimate of z ,  given 
observations {yJ} from time 0 to, and including, time i, and 
2, = Fp(y0,y1,...,yz-l) denote the estimate of x, given 
observations {yJ} from time 0 to time i - 1. We then have the 
following two estimation errors: the filtered error 
and the predicted error 
As depicted in Fig. 1,  let T,(Ff) and T,(Fp) denote 
the transfer operators that map the unknown disturbances 
{I,1'2($o - 20) ,  { ~ j } & ~ ,  {wj}&,} (where 50 denotes an 
initial guess for $0, and I I o  is a given positive definite matrix) 
to the filtered and predicted errors {ef,j)&, and {ep,j}&o, 
respectively. The problem is to choose the functionals Ff (.) 
and Fp(-)  so as to respectively minimize the H" norm of the 
transfer operators Ti (Ff ) and Ti (Fp). 
Dejinition 1: The H" norm of a transfer operator T is 
defined as 
where ( ( ~ ( ( 2  is the h2-norm of the causal sequence {uk}, i.e., 
The H" norm thus has the interpretation of being the 
maximum energy gain from the input U to the output y. Our 
problem may now be formally stated as follows. 
Problem 1 (Optimal H" Problem): Find H"-optimal es- 
timation strategies 6,1, = F f(yo,y1,... , y,) and Z, = F 
p(yo, y1, . . a ,  y,-1) that respectively minimize (IT2(.Ff)lJW and 
llTz(Fp)llm and obtain the resulting 
1.1; = C F = O G U k .  
$,o = ig llTZ(.Ff)ll?o 
= inf sup 
Ff x o , u E h z , v E h z  
cj=o e;,JefJ 
(20 - ~ o ) * n o - l ( X o  - 20) + u p 3  + E;=, w p 3  
(4) 
and 
r;,, = $! l l ~ 2 ( ~ * ) 1 1 2 c  
= inf sup 
FP x o , u E h z , v E h z  
(5 )  
where DO is a positive definite matrix that reflects a priori 
knowledge as to how close xo is to the initial guess 50. 
Note that the infinum in ( 5 )  is taken over all strictly causal 
estimators Fp, whereas in (4) the estimators Ff are only causal 
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since they have additional access to yz .  This is relevant since 
the solution to the H” problem, as we shall see, depends on 
the structure of the information available to the estimator. 
The above problem formulation shows that H” optimal 
estimators guarantee the smallest estimation error energy over 
all possible disturbances of fixed energy. They are, therefore, 
over-conservative, which results in a better robust behavior to 
disturbance variation. 
A closed form solution to the optimal H” estimation 
problem is available only in some special cases (see, e.g., 
[25]), and so it is common in the literature to settle for a 
suboptimal solution. 
Problem (Sub-optimal H” Problem): Given scalars yf > 
0 and yp > 0, find H” suboptimal estimation strategies 
izlz = Ff(y0, y l ,  . . . , yz) (known as an a posteriori filter) and 
Zz = 3 p ( y o , y 1 , ~ ~ . , y z - l )  (known as an a priori filter) that 
respectively achieve llT,(Ff)lloo < yf and ~ ~ ~ ( F p ) ~ ~ m  < yp. 
In other words, find strategies that respectively achieve 
and 
< 7;. (7) 
This clearly requires checking whether rf 2 yj,o and yp 2 
Y P , O .  
Note that the solutions to Problem 1 can be obtained to 
desired accuracy by iterating on the yf and yp of Problem 2. 
From here on we shall be only dealing with Problem 2. 
Note that the problems defined above are finite-horizon 
problems. So-called infinite-horizon problems can be consid- 
ered if we define T(.Ff) and T(Fp) as the transfer opera- 
tors that map (20 - 20, {u3 } F o ,  { ~ , ) ~ * ? = o )  to {e.f,s)FOO=o and 
{ e p , , } ~ o ,  respectively. Then by guaranteeing llTZ(Fj)llm < 
yf and ~~Tz(Fp)~~m < yp for all i, we can solve the infinite- 
horizon problems IIT(-Tf)llm 5 yf and l l ~ ( ~ p p > l l m  5 yP,  
respectively. Direct solutions, however, are also possible. 
B. Solution of the Suboptimal H” Filtering Problem 
We now present the existing solutions (see, e.g., [4], 171) 
to the suboptimal H” filtering problem and note that they 
are intriguingly similar in several ways to the conventional 
Kalman filter. It was this similarity in structure that led us to 
extend Kalman filtering to Krein spaces (see [l]); in effect, 
H“ filters are just Kalman filters in Krein space. 
Theorem I (An H” A Posteriori Filter) [7]: For a given 
y > 0, if the [F’ G,] have full rank, then an estimator that 
achieves llT2(Ff)lloo < y exists if, and only if 
P’’ + HTH, - y-‘L,*L, > 0, (8) j = O , . . .  ,z 
where PO = I I o  and P, satisfies the Riccati recursion 
P’+i = F’P,F,* + G,G,* 
with 
If this is the case, then one possible level-y N” filter is given 
by 
%I3 = L3%3 
%+llj+l = ??%I, + K%,+l(Y,+l - fJ,+lF’~’J’) 
where 2313 is recursively computed as 
2-11-~ = initial guess (11) 
and 
Ks,g+l = ~~+IHT+~(I + H ~ + I P ~ + I H T + ~ ) - ~ .  (12) 
meorem 2 (An H” A Priori Filter) [7]: For a given y > 
G3] have full rank, then an estimator that 0, if the [F’ 
achieves IITZ(Fp)llm < y exists if, and only if 
p-1 - p - l -  -2 * 
3 - , L,L, > 0 ,  j = O , . . . , i  (13) 
where P3 is the same as in Theorem 1. If this is the case, then 
one possible level-y H” filter is given by 
2’ = L’2’ (14) 
20 = initial guess (15) 
?,+I Fj5.3 + Ka,,(y, - H32.3) 
where 
Ka,j = F,psH,*(I+ HJ$3H;)-1. (16) 
Comparisons with the Kalman Filter: The Kalman-filter 
algorithm for estimating the states in (l), assuming that the 
{ U % }  and {w.} are uncorrelated unit variance white noise 
processes, is 
2,+i = F32, + F,P,H,*(I + H,P,H,*)-l(y, - H,?’) 
2,+1~1+1 = F,% + P,+~H;+,(I + H ~ + ~ G + ~ H ; + ~ ) - ~  
x (%+1 - H,+l%+l) 
As several authors have noted, the H” solutions are very 
similar to the conventional Kalman filter. The major differ- 
ences are the following: 
The structure of the H” estimators depends, via the 
Riccati recursion (9), on the linear combination of the 
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states that we intend to estimate (i.e., the Lz). This is 
as opposed to the Kalman filter where the estimate of 
any linear combination of the state is given by that linear 
combination of the state estimate. Intuitively, this means 
that the H" filters are specifically tuned toward the linear 
combination Lzxz. 
We have additional conditions, (8) or (13), that must be 
satisfied for the filter to exist; in the Kalman filter problem 
the La would not appear, and the Pa would be positive 
definite so that (8) and (13) would be immediate. 
We have indefinite (covariance) matrices, e.g., [: -;21] versus just 1 in the Kalman filter. 
As y -+ 00, the Riccati recursion (9) reduces to the 
Kalman filter recursion (17). (This suggests that the H" 
norm of the conventional Kalman filter may be quite 
large, and that it may have poor robustness properties. 
Note also that condition (13) is more stringent than 
condition (8), indicating that the existence of an a priori 
filter of level y implies the existence of an a posteriori 
filter of level y, but not necessarily vice versa.) 
Despite these differences, we shall show by applying the 
results of the companion paper [ 11 that the filters of Theorems 
1 and 2 can in fact be obtained as certain Kalman filters, not 
in an H 2  (Hilbert) space, but in a certain indefinite vector 
space called a Krein space. The indefinite covariances and the 
appearance of La in the Riccati equation will be explained 
easily in this framework. The additional condition (8) will be 
seen to arise from the fact that in Krein space, unlike as in the 
usual Hilbert space context, quadratic forms need not always 
have minima or maxima unless certain additional conditions 
are met. Moreover, our approach will provide a simpler and 
more general alternative to the tests (8) and (13). 
111. DERIVATION OF THE H" FILTERS 
As shown in the companion paper [l], the first step is to 
associate an indefinite quadratic form with each of the (level y) 
a posteriori and a priori filtering problems. This will lead us to 
construct an appropriate (so-called partially equivalent) Krein 
space state-space model, the Kalman filter which will allow us 
to compute the stationary points for the H" quadratic forms; 
conditions that these are actually minima will be deduced from 
the general results of Part I and shown to be just (8) and (13). 
Simpler equivalent conditions will also be noted. 
Therefore we begin by examining the structure of the H" 
problem in more detail. The goal will be to relate the problem 
to an indefinite quadratic form. We shall first consider the a 
posteriori filtering problem. 
A. The Suboptimal H" Problem and Quadratic Forms 
implies that for all nonzero (50, { ~ ~ } i , ~ ,  { u , } ~ = ~ }  
Referring to Problem 2, we first note that IITa(Ff)llW < yf, 
c;=n l 5 7 l 7  - L , z ~ 1 2  
Moreover, (18) implies that for all IC 5 i ,  we must have 
E:=, IB j l j  - LjZj12 
(20 - j.o)*Dol(zo - *o)+C%o Iu~~~+C~=O I Y ~  - HzzZl2 
< 7;. (19) 
We remark that if the are all zero, then it is easy to 
see that the { E 3 1 3 }  must all be zero as well. Therefore we need 
only consider the case where is a nonzero sequence. 
We shall then prove the following result, relating the condition 
llTa(Ff)lloo < yf to the positivity of a certain indefinite 
quadratic form. From now on, without loss of generality, we 
assume j.0 = 0; a nonzero 50 = 0 will only change the initial 
condition of the filter. 
Lemma 1 (Indejinite Quadratic Form): Given a scalar 
yf > 0, then IITz(Ff)llm < yf if, and only if, there exists 
Eklk  = Ff(gy~,...,gk) (for all 0 5 IC 5 2) such that for all 
complex vectors 20, for all causal sequences { ~ ~ } 3 , ~ ,  and 
for all nonzero causal sequences { Y ~ } ; = ~ ,  the scalar quadratic 
form 
Jf,k(zO, U01 ' ' ' , Uk, YO, ' ' ' , Y k )  
k 
3 =O 
k 
+ C(Y3 - H323)*(Y3 - H3z3) 
- ri2 X ( q 3  -L3%)*(.fi?lJ - 4 z 3 )  
3 =O 
k 
(20) 
3 =O 
satisfies 
J f , k ( Z O ,  uo,. . ., Uk, Yo, * . * , Yk) > 0 
for all 0 I: IC 5 2 .  (21) 
Pro08 Assume there exists a solution t k j k  (for all IC 5 2) 
that achieves IITa(Ff)llco < yf. Then if we multiply both 
sides of (19) by the positive denominator on the left-hand side 
(LHS), we obtain (21). 
Conversely, if there exists a solution Bklk  (for all IC 5 i )  
that achieves (21), we can divide both sides of (21) by the 
positive quantity 
k k 
z;;nglzo + c U ; %  + X(Y3 - H 3 4 * ( Y 3  - H3z3) 
J=O 3=0 
to obtain (19), and thereby llTz(Ff)llm < yf. 0 
Remark: Lemma 1 is a straightforward restatement of (19) 
which is required of all suboptimal H" aposteriori filters with 
level yf. The statement of Lemma 2 given below, however, 
is a key result, since it shows how to check the conditions of 
Lemma 1 by computing the stationary point of the indefinite 
quadratic form J f , k ( Z O ,  uo,. . . , U k ,  yo,. . . , y k )  and checking 
its condition for a minimum. This is in the spirit of the 
approach taken in [l]. 
Note that since the Zklk are functions of the {Y~}~=~, 
J f , k ( z o ,  uo, . . . , uk, yo, . . . , Y k )  is really a function of 
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only { I G O ,  uo, . . . , u k ,  yo, . . . , Yk}. Moreover, since the 
{y,} are fixed observations, the only free variables 
in J s , ~  (20 ,  uo , . . . , uk , yo, . . . , y k )  are the disturbances 
( 2 0 ,  uo, . . . , uk}. We then have the following result. 
Lemma 2 (Positivity Condition): The scalar quadratic 
forms J f , k  ( 2 0 ,  uo , . . . , uk, yo, . . . , yk) satisfy the conditions 
(21), iff, for all 0 5 k 5 i 
i) J f , k ( l co ,  U,, . . . , u k ,  yo, . . , y k )  has a minimum with re- 
spect to { ~ ~ ~ , u ~ , u ~ , ~ ~ ~ u ~ } .  
ii) The { i ~ ~ k } ~ = o  can be chosen such that the value of 
J f , k  ( 5 0 ,  uo, . . . , uk, yo, . . . , yk) at this minimum is pos- 
itive, viz. 
Proof: Assume J ~ , ~ ( s o ,  {U,},"=,, {y,},"=o) > 0, then con- 
dition i) is clearly satisfied because if J f , k  (ZO, {U,},"=,, 
{~ , } f=~)  does not have a minimum over (20, U O , - . - ,  uk}, 
then it is always possible to choose (20, UO,"., uk} to 
make J f , k  (50, {U,},"=,, {y,}f=,) arbitrarily small and neg- 
ative. Moreover, the existence of a minimum, along with 
J f , k ( x o ,  {U,},"=,, {y,}:=o) > 0, guarantees condition ii) since 
the value at the minimum must be positive. 
Conversely, if i) and ii) hold, then it follows that J f , k  
U ( 2 0 ,  {u,>,"=o, {Y,},"=o) > 0. 
B. A Krein Space State-Space Model 
To apply the methodology of Part I, we first identify the 
indefinite quadratic form J f , k  as a special case of the general 
form studied in Theorem 6 of [1] by rewriting it as 
Jf,k(ZO,UO,... , u k , Y o , " ' , Y k )  
j = O  
Then by Lemmas 6 and 7 in [l], we can introduce the 
following Krein-space system 
with 
Note that Q3 = I ,  S, = 0, no > 0, and that we must consider 
a Krein space since 
is indefinite. 
C. Proof of Theorem 1 
To focus the discussion, we briefly review the procedure of 
0 Referring to Lemma 2, we first need to check the whether 
J f , k  (SO, U,, . . . , uk, yo, . . . , y k )  has a minimum with re- 
spect to {zo,uo, u1,.  . uk}. This is done via the Krein 
space-Kalman filter corresponding to (23) and (24) and 
yields the condition (8) along with several equivalent 
conditions. 
Next we need to choose the { i k l k } k = ,  such that the 
value of J f , k ( z O ,  uo, , uk , yo, . . . , yk) is positive at its 
minimum. Now according to Theorem 6 in Part I, the 
value at the minimum is Jf,k(min) = e,R,;e,, 
where e, is the innovation corresponding to (23) and 
(24). We can then compute the { e 3 }  using the Krein 
space-Kalman filter, and thereby choose the appropriate 
{Zkp}h=, which yields the desired a posteriori filter. 
A remark on the strong regularity of the model (23), (24): In 
what follows, we would like to use the Krein space-Kalman 
filter corresponding to the state-space model (23), (24). This 
of course requires the strong regularity of its output Gramian 
matrix which we denote by R;  (since the output of (23) 
consists of both a y and a z component). 
If RY is strongly regular, then the Krein space-Kalman 
filter miy be applied to check for the positivity of J f , k  for 
each 0 5 k 5 i. But what if RY is not strongly regular? Then 
it turns out that J f , k  cannot de positive for all 0 5 k 5 i. 
To see why, suppose that J f , k  > 0 for some arbitrary k .  
Then J f , k  must have a minimum, and according to Lemma 
9 in [1], the leading k x k block submatrices of R.; and 
R - S*QS = R must have the same inertia. Now due to 
(25), all leading submatrices of R are nonsingular, and since 
IC was arbitrary, the same will be true of RY . Therefore RY 
will be strongly regular. 
To summarize, we may use the Krein space-Kalman filter 
to check the positivity of J f , k .  If one of the R e , k  becomes 
singular (so that R; is no longer strongly regular), J f , k  will 
lose its positivity by default. 
Proof of Existence Condition (8): The Riccati recursion 
corresponding to (23) is the exact same Riccati recursion t 
was given by (9) in Theorem 1. We can now apply any of 
conditions for a minimum developed in [l] to check whether 
a minimum exists for J f , k  (20, U O ,  , u k  , yo. . . . , y k )  for all 
0 5 IC 5 i. If we assume that the [Fk Gk 1 have full r 
according to Lemma 13 in [l], J f , k ( z o ,  U O , .  I - ,  uk, yo 
will have a minimum for all 0 5 IC 5 2,  iff 
the proof. 
which yields the condition (8). 
Since we still need to satisfy the second condition of Lemma 
2, this, of course, only shows that (8) is a necessary condition 
for the existence of an H" a posteriori filter of level yf. We 
shall later show, however, that if the minimum condition is 
satisfied, then the second condition of Lemma 2 can also be 
satisfied. Therefore (8) is indeed necessary and sufficient for 
the existence of the filter. 
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Other Existence Conditions: Using the results of [l], we 
can obtain alternative conditions for the existence of H" a 
posteriori filters of level yf. If we use Lemma 12 in [l], we 
have the following condition. 
condition 
(8) can be replaced by the condition that 
Lemma 3 (Alternative Test for Existence): The 
and 
have the same inertia for all 0 5 j 5 i. We no longer require 
that [F' G3] have full rank, and the size of the matrices 
involved is generally smaller than in (8). 
Using a block triangular factorization of Re,3 and the fact 
that when we have a minimum, P3 is positive definite, we can 
show the following result. 
Corollary 1 (Alternative Test for Existence): The condition 
of Lemma 3 is equivalent to 
I+H3P3H;  > 0 
and 
-Y;I+L,(P,-~ + H;H~) - 'L ;  < o (26) 
for all 0 5 j 5 i .  
The test of Lemma 3 has various advantages over (8) that 
are mentioned in the discussions following Lemma 13 in [l]. 
In particular, Lemma 3 allows us to go to a square-root form of 
the H"-filtering algorithm, where there is no need to explicitly 
check for the existence condition; these conditions are built 
into the square-root recursions themselves so that a solution 
exists iff the algorithm can be performed [24]. 
Many alternative existence conditions can also be obtained. 
Here is one that follows Lemma 14 in [l]. 
Lemma 4 (Alternative Test for Existence): If the { F 3 }  are 
nonsingular, an H" a posteriori filter of level yf exists, iff 
P%+l > 0 
and 
I - G ; P ~ - : ~ G ,  > o  j = o , i , . . . , i  . 
Construction of the H"" A Posteriori Filters: To complete 
the proof of Theorem 1 we still need to show that if a 
minimum over {~o,uo,~~~,uk} exists for all 0 5 k 5 i ,  
then we can find the estimates { . & / k } i = o  such that the value 
of Jf,k (ZO, uo, . . . , uk, yo, . . . , yk) at its minimum is positive. 
According to Theorem 6 in [l], the minimum value of 
J f , k ( ~ O , ~ O , " ' , ~ k , Y O , " ' , Y k )  is 
k l *  
where $ , 1 3 - 1  and 231,-1 are obtained from the Krein-space 
projections of y3 and i313 onto L{ {yl}iL:, { i l l l } iLt},  re- 
spectively. Thus ,2313-1 is a linear function of {yl}!:;. 
Using the block triangular factorization of the Re,3 we may 
rewrite the above as 
where 
X 
Note that i$13 is obtained from the Krein-space projection of 
Z3l3 onto L{ {yl}:,o, {klll}i:;} and is, therefore, a linear 
function of {yl}iz0. Recall from Corollary 1 that 
I + H,P,H,* > 0 and 
- $1 + L,(Py1 + H;H3)-'L; < 0. (28) 
Therefore all we must do is choose some 2,13 such that 
k 
j = O  
k 
j = O  
x ( Z j l j  - 2jjlj) > 0. 
There are many such choices, but in view of (28), the simplest 
is 
2313 = z3i3 = L,P,13 ( j  5 k 5 i) 
where i?313 is given by the Krein-space projection of the state 
x3 onto { { p l } & ,  { i l l l } i . I ; } .  We may now utilize the filtered 
form of the Krein space-Kalman filter corresponding to the 
state-space model (23) to recursively compute 3,13 (see [ l ,  
Corollary 41) 
~ 3 + 1 1 3 + 1  = F3231, + P,+l[H,*+l q+11 
Using Q3+113 = H3+1F,P,13 and the above-mentioned trian- 
gular factorization of Re,,+l, we have the equation shown at 
the bottom of the next page Choosing 23+113+1 = &3+1,3+l 
yields the desired recursion of Theorem 1 
%+113+1 = F,~,13 + P,+lH,*+l(I + H3+14+lq+1)-1 
x (Y3+1 - H 3 + 1 F J W .  
0 
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D. Parameterization of All H" A Posteriori Filters projection onto y, and we may write 
The filter of Theorem 1 is one among many 
possible filters with level y. All filters that guarantee 
J f , k  (zo, uo , . . . , uk , yo, . . . , yk) > 0 are represented by (28) 
and (29). We may use these expressions to obtain a more 
explicit characterization of all possible estimators. Similar 
results appear in [4], [7], and [lll. 
Theorem 3 (All H" A Posteriori Estimators): All H" a. 
posteriori estimators that achieve a level --yf (assuming they 
exist) are given by 
and Since Z,l, is a causal function of the observations y, then 
(2,1, - 2,i3) will also be a causal function of (y, - H,2,1,). 
Therefore using the above expression, we can write 
1 
given by 
(34) 
where 2, and 2,1, denote the fiein-space projections of zj 
onto {{TJ~}:~:, { .Z l l z } : l i }  and {{yl}~,o, { , & 1 ~ } : ~ ~ } ,  respec- 
tively. Therefore 2, and 2,1, are related through one additional 
Using (35) to replace 2, by 2,1, yields, after some algebra, 
U the desired recursion (32). 
Note that although the filter obtained in Theorem 1 is linear, 
the full parameterization of all H" filters with level yf is 
given by a nonlinear causal contractive mapping S.  The filter 
x (2/3(3 - L3231.7) > 0 
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of Theorem 1 is known as the central filter, and as we have 
seen, corresponds to S = 0. This central filter has a number 
of other interesting properties. It corresponds, as we shall see 
in the next section, to the risk-sensitive optimal filter and can 
be shown to be the maximum entropy filter [lo]. Moreover, 
in the game theoretic formulation of the H" problem, the 
central filter corresponds to the solution of the game [12]. 
In our context, the central filter is recognized as the Krein 
space-Kalman filter corresponding to the state-space model 
(23). 
E. Derivation of the A Priori H" Filter 
We shall now turn to the H" a priori filter of Problem 2, 
and our main goal will be to prove the results of Theorem 
2. Our approach will follow the one used for the a posteriori 
case, namely we will relate an indefinite quadratic form to 
the a priori problem, construct its corresponding Krein space 
state-space model, and use the Krein space-Kalman filter to 
obtain the solution. Since our derivations parallel the ones 
given earlier, we shall omit several details. 
The Suboptimal H" A Priori Problem and Quadratic 
Forms: Referring to Problem 2, we first note that 12'; (Fp)  
11" < yp implies that for all nonzero {ZO, {~j}:,',, {vj}j;',} 
where, without loss of generality, we have assumed 50 = 0. 
Moreover, (36) implies that for all k 5 i, we must have 
As before, we may easily show the following result. 
Lemma 5 (Indefinite Quadratic Form): Given a scalar 
yp > 0, then llT, (Fp)  ( 1 "  < y p  if, and only if, there exists 
Zk = .Fp ( y o , .  . - , y k - 1 )  (for all 0 5 k 5 i) such that for all 
complex vectors ZO, for all causal sequences {U,}:=',, and 
for all nonzero causal sequences { y, };:', the scalar quadratic 
form 
E 
- Y,-"(Zj - LjZj)*(Zj - L j Z j )  
j = O  
satisfies 
We can also readily obtain the analog of Lemma 2. 
Lemma 6 (Positivity Condition): The scalar quadratic 
forlns Jp ,k  (Zo, U o ,  * . . , U k - 1  , yo , .  . e ,  y k - 1 )  Satisfy the 
conditions (39), iff, for all 0 5 k 5 i 
i) Jp,k(So,uo,...,Uk-i,yo,... , y k - 1 )  has a minimum 
with respect to {zo, u O ,  u l , .  . . U k - l } .  
ii) The {&}",=, can be chosen such that the value of 
J p , k  (zo, U O  , . . . , U k - 1 ,  yo ,  . . . , y k -  1) at this minimum is 
positive, viz. 
min Jp,k(S0,Uo,'..,Uk-l,YO,...,Yk-l) > 0. 
(20 iU0  ,"',Uk-l} 
F. A Krein Space State-Space Model 
Because the summations in J p , k  go up to both k and k - 1 
[see (38)], it is slightly more difficult to come up with a Krein 
state-space model whose corresponding quadratic form is J p , k .  
With some effort, however, we see that the appropriate Krein 
state-space model is 
( J 2 j + l  = 5 2 j ,  C O  = 5 0  
where IIo > 0, Q2, = 0 ,  Q2,+1 = I ,  R 2 ,  = -$I, 
Rz3+1 = I ,  and S, = 0. To see why, let us construct the 
deterministic quadratic form corresponding to (40). Thus 
2k 2k 
Jc,2k = <;nil( + Cu;QL1G, + v,*R,'v, 
3=O 3=0 
k-1 
= EP,lE + G3+1u2,+1 
3 =O 
k-1 k 
j = O  j = O  
k-1 
= t;rG1< + u; j+ lu2 j+l .  
j = O  
k k-1 
, =O 3 =O 
From (40) we see that E23 = E23+1 = x3. Using this fact, and 
defining U2,+1 = u3, we readily see that Jc,2k = J p , k .  
Note also that the Riccati recursion for the model (40) is 
(41) shown at the bottom of the page. 
Existence Conditions: Using Lemma 12 from [l], the con- 
dition for a minimum is that Re,, and R, should have the same 
inertia for all j = 0,1, .  . . ,2i (since each two time steps in 
(40) correspond to one time step in J p , k ) .  Thus the condition 
for a minimum is 
-$I+ L,C23L3* < 0 and I +  H,C2,+1H3* > 0. (42) 
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The second of the above conditions is obvious since when we 
have a minimum C, is positive definite. If the [F3 G, ] have 
full rank, then using Lemma 13 from [I], the condition for a 
minimum is 
E;, - "ip2L$L3 > 0 and + H,*H, > 0 (43) 
where once more the second of the above conditions is 
redundant. 
To connect with the results of Theorem 2, we may note 
that by defining P, = C2, and combining the coupled pair of 
Riccati recursions in (41), we can write the following Riccati 
recursion for P3 
P3+1 = F,P,F,* + G,G,* - FJP3[L; H,*] 
x R;: [;] PJ;, PO = UO (44) 
with 
But this is the same Riccati as (9) in Theorem 2. Thus the 
condition for a minimum (43) becomes 
p,rl - 7p2~ , *~ ,  > 0 (46) 
which is the condition (13) of Theorem 2. 
To express the condition (42) in a form that is more similar 
to that of Lemma 3, we introduce the Krein space state-space 
model 
where > 0, Qj  = I, Sj = 0 and 
(47) 
Note that the only difference between the state-space models 
(23) and (47) is that the order of the output equations has 
been reversed. 
We can now use the state-space model (47) to express the 
condition (42) in the form of the following Lemma. 
Lemma 7 (Altemative Test for Existence): The condition 
(13) can be replaced by the condition that all leading 
submatrices of 
r n -  7 
have the same inertia for all 0 5 j 5 i .  In other words 
I + H,P,H,* > o -?:I + L ~ P ~ L , *  < o and 
where P,-' = PJ-' - ?F2L;LJ. We no longer require that 
[F3 G, ] have full rank, and the size of the matrices involved 
is generally smaller than in (8). 
Note that compared to Lemma 3, the condition in Lemma 7 
is more stringent since it requires that all leading submatrices 
of R3 and Re,3 have the same inertia. This distinction is 
especially important in square-root implementations of the 
H"" filters [24]. 
Construction of the H"A Priori Filter: To complete the 
proof of Theorem 2 we still need to show that if a minimum 
over { z o , u o , . ~ . , u ~ - ~ }  exists for all 0 5 k 5 i ,  then 
we can find the estimates {,&}~=o such that the value 
of J p , ~ ( s 0 ,  U O ,  . . . , U k - 1 ,  yo, . . . , y k - 1 )  at its minimum is 
positive. 
According to Theorem 6 in [l], the minimum value of 
Jp,k(iC0,U0,...,Uk-1, YO,. ' . ,YIC-l j  is 
k-1 
[e*,,, e;,3 1 ~ ~ 3 '  [:;:I + e;,k(+ + JwwT~~, ,~  
J =O 
x (-?,"I + L k P I C L y ( 5 k  - 2Iclk-l) > 0 
where , ? J 1 3 - 1  and ijJ13-1 are obtained from the Krein-space 
projections of 2, and y3 onto .C{ { i l } ; : ; ,  {yl}fzi}, respec- 
tively. n u s  2J13-l is a linear function of {gl};:;. Using the 
block triangular factorization of the Re,, we may rewrite the 
above as 
IC 
C(Z3 - +l)*( -YpI  + L , p J q ) - l ( z ,  - 2313-1) 
J=O 
IC-1 
+ C(Y3 - !&13-1j*(I + H , m q T 1 ( Y ,  - Y31,--1) > 0 
3 =O 
(48) 
where 
Note that yJ~3-1 is given by the Krein-space projection of y3 
onto { { 2 ~ } ; = ~ ,  {y };~~}. Recall from Lemma 7 that 
-?;I + L ~ P ~ L ;  < 0, I + H,P,H; > 0. 
Any choice of ,ZJ~,.-l that renders (48) positive will do, 
and the simplest choice is .2,13-l = 2,1,-~ = L,O,I~-~ ,  
where P,13--1 is given by the Krein-space projection of x3 
onto {{.&}:z;, { y J } : z t } .  We may now utilize the Krein 
space-Kalman filter corresponding to the state-space model 
(47) to recursively compute 2,~3(,-~, viz. 
2,+11, = FpJ13-1 + FJP,[L3* H; I 
Setting Z3 - L,OJIJ-l = 0 and simplifying, we get the desired 
recursion for 2J+11,. 0 
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G. All H" A Priori Filters 
all H" apriori estimators. We thus have the following result. 
Theorem 4 (All H" A Priori Estimators): All H" a pri- 
ori estimators that achieve a level yp (assuming they exist) 
are given by 
bounded by ys, i.e., 
The positivity condition (48) gives a full parameterization of SUP 
so ,uEhz ,vEhz  
X ( 2 0  - &)*no-l(zo - SO) + 
c;=o e:,3es>3 
< 7,". (55) 
u p 3  + u p 3  
Using an argument similar to the ones given before, we are 
led to the following quadratic form 
2, = L,P, + ($ - L,P~L;)& 
xS, ( ( I  + H , - l F 3 - l H ; - l ) - i ( y 3 - 1  - H3-lz,-l), . . . ,
x ( I  + H ~ P ~ H , * ) - ~ ( ~ ~  - ~ ~ 3 ~ ) )  (51) Js,z(ZO, U O ! .  . . ! U, Y O , .  . . ! Y Z )  
2 
(53)  
with P3, PJ,  and Re,3 given by Theorem 2 and S is any 
(possibly nonlinear) contractive causal mapping. 
Pro08 Referring to (49), we see that the jj313-l = H,Z, 
differ from $313-1 = H38,  via the additional projection onto 
6313-l. Thus we can write 
q j - 1  = i3I3-l +P3Lj(-y,~+L,P,L,*)-1(6313-1 - &l) 
which proves (52). Moreover, from the proof of Theorem 2 
k=O k=O 
2 
- y-' x ( 2 k l z  - L k ~ k ) * ( ~ k l z  - L k z k ) .  (56) 
k=O 
Note that the only difference between J,,, and Jf,% is that 6 k l k  
has been replaced by l k12  (i.e., filtered estimates have been 
replaced by smoothed estimates). Once more it can be shown 
that an H" smoother of level ys will exist if, and only if, 
there exists some 6+ such that J,,, 2 0. The rather interesting 
result shown below, and which has already been pointed out 
in the literature (see e.g., [4], [7], and [16]), is that one H" 
smoother is given by the conventional H 2  smoother (which 
does not even depend on ys). 
Theorem 5 (H" Smoother): For a given ys > 0, an H" 
smoother that achieves level ys exists, iff the block diagonal 
matrix 
Re Re,0 CD Re,1 @ . . . CB Re,z 
[see (50)], the recursion for 9, is given by (53). Condition 
(48) can now be rewritten as 
where 
k 
C(Z3I3-1 - &313--1)*(-Y;I+ L,p,L;)-1(6,1,-1 - 2313-1) 
j=0 
and P, is the same as in Theorem 1, has (i + 1)p positive 
eigenvalues and (i + 1)q negative eigenvalues. In other words, 
k-1 iff 
and an argument similar to the one given in the proof of 
0 Theorem 3 will yield the desired result. 
H. The H" Smoother 
If instead of e f , k  and e p , k ,  which correspond to the a 
posteriori and a priori filters, respectively, we consider the 
In[Re] = [(i + 1)p 0 ( i  + l ) q ] .  
If this is the case, one possible Ha smoother is given by the 
H 2  smoother. 
Pro08 The condition for Js,; ("0, uo, . . . , ui, yo, . . . , yi) to 
have a minimum is slightly different than the earlier cases 
since we do not require that J s , k ( X O ,  uo,.  . , uk, yo,. . . ! g k )  
have a minimum over the disturbances for all past values 
k < i .  Thus using Lemma 9 from the companion paper [l], 
the condition for a minimum over (20, uo, . . . , ui} is that the 
matrices 
smoothed error 
R , a n d R = R o C B R 1 $ . . . @ R i  
e s , k  = 6k12 - L k x k ,  k 5 i have the same inertia, where R, = Ip  Cl3 (-y:Iq). But this is 
precisely the inertia condition given in the statement of the 
Theorem. where E+ = Fs(yO,yl! . . .  ,y2) is the estimate of z k  given 
d l  observations {y3} from time 0 until time 2 ;  we are led to 
the so-called H" smoothers. Such estimators guarantee that 
the maximum energy gain from the disturbances { IIIol" (20 - 
ZO), {u,}&~,  {w,};=,} to the smoothing errors {es,3}3=0 is 
The value of Js,2 at its minimum is (see [I]) 
-1 
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where we have defined 
Y =  [:] El,= ~~z 
Yz E212 
and where the {y,} and {2,1,} satisfy the Krein state-space 
model (23). In this case all the entries in Zlz are unknown 
and there is no causal dependence between the { E j , k }  and the 
{yJ}, Using a block triangular factorization, or a compEetion of 
squares argument, the value at the minimum can be rewritten 
as 
y*Ri ly  + ( E l ,  - Ri,RG'y)*(Ri - &&!c1%2)-' 
x (21, - Rz,Ryly). 
But R, > 0 (since it is the covariance of a Hilbert space 
state-space model), and hence one possible choice of Z p  to 
guarantee J,,, > 0 is to choose El, = RzyRi1y = $1, which 
CI 
The following result is now straightforward. 
Theorem 6 (All H" Smoothers): All H" smoothers that 
is clearly the H2 smoothed estimate of E.  
achieve a level ys (assuming they exist) are given by 
z12 = + ( R ~  - IZ~,R,~R,~)~/~S(R,~/~?J) (58)  
where S is any (not necessarily causal) contractive mapping, 
21, is the usual H 2  smoothed estimate, and R, and Ri - 
RtyR;1~R,4 are defined in (57). 
It is clear from the discussions so far in the paper that the 
Krein-space estimation formalism provide simple derivations 
qf H" estimators. These estimators turn out to be certain 
Krein space-Kalman filters, and show that Krein-space esti- 
mation yields a unified approach to H2 and H" problems. 
To derive such filters and to solve other related problems 
as discussed ahead, all one essentially needs is to identify 
an indefinite quadratic form and to construct a convenient 
auxiliary state-space model with the appropriate Gramians. 
Two further applications of this approach are discussed next. 
Iv. RISK-SENSLTIVE ESTIMATION FILTERS 
The so-called risk-sensitive (or exponential cost) criterion 
was introduced in [ 131 and further studied in [ 141-[ 161. Glover 
and Doyle [21] noticed their close connection to the H" filters 
discussed earlier. We shall make this connection in a different 
way by bringing in an appropriate quadratic form. 
A. The Exponential Cost Function 
We again start with a state-space model of the form 
(59) XJ+1 = F,x, f GJUJ, j L 0 c y, = H,xJ + v3. 
We now assume, however, that XO, { u ~ } ,  and {v,} are 
independent zero mean Gaussian random variables with co- 
variances IIo, &,, and R,, respectively. We further assume that 
the {aj} and {vg} are white-noise processes. Conventional H 2  
estimators, such as the Kalman filter, estimate the quantity 
z, = L2x, from the observations {y,} by performing the 
following minimization (see e.g., [l], [22], and [23]) 
where C, = C~=o(i,~~-L,~,)*(i,~I-L,x 
estimate of zg given the observations up to 
I, and E[.] denotes expectation. As we have seen earlier, E = j ,  
1 = j - 1, and E = z correspond to the a posteriori, a priori, 
and smoothed estimation problems, respectively. Moreover, 
the expectation is taken over the Gaussian random variables 
20 and {U,} whose joint conditional distribution is given by 
P ( S 0 ,  uo,. . . , U ,  I yo,.  . . , Yz) 
~ X P  -2Ja(zo, U O ,  , U,; YO, . . . , R)] (61) [' 
where the symbol cx stands for "proportional to," and 
J2(z0, UO, .  . . ,U,; yo,. . . ) y,) is equal to (using the fact that 
ZO, {aj}, and (21,) are independent, and that w, = y, - H J z J )  
zGnO1~o+C u ~ Q ~ ' ~ ~ + C ( Y ,  - H,z,)*RF1 yg - H,z,). 
(62) 
2 2 
J=O ,=O 
In the terminology of [l5], the filter that minimizes (60) is 
known as a risk-neutral filter. 
An alternative criterion that is risk-sensitive has been exten- 
sively studied in [ 131-[ 161 and corresponds to the minimiza- 
tion problem 
The criterion in (63) is known as an exponential cost cri- 
terion, and any filter that minimizes /.,(e) is referred to as 
a risk-sensitive filter. The scalar parameter 8 is correspond- 
ingly called the risk-sensitivity parameter. Some intuition 
concerning the nature of this modified criterion is obtained 
by expanding ~ ~ ( 8 )  in terms of 6' and writing 
The above equation shows that for B = 0, we have the risk- 
neutral case (i.e., conventional H2 estimation). When 6' > 0, 
we seek to maximize Eexp(-gC,) which is convex and 
decreasing in 6,. Such a criterion is termed risk-seeking (or 
optimistic) since larger weights are on small values of C,, and 
hence we are more concerned with the frequent occurrence of 
moderate values of C, than with the occasional occurrence of 
large values. When 6' < 0, we seek to minimize E exp( - $C,) 
which is convex and increasing in Ca. Such a criterion is 
termed risk-averse (or pessimistic) since large weights are on 
large values of C,, and hence we are more concerned with the 
occasional occurrence of large values than with the frequent 
occurrence of moderate ones. In what follows, we shall see that 
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in the risk-averse case 0 < 0, the limit at which minimizing 
(63) makes sense is the optimal H" criterion. 
To solve the above problem, we can introduce the following 
auxiliary Krein state-space model that corresponds to the (pos- 
sibly indefinite) quadratic form J,  (20, uo , . . . , U ,  ,o , . . . , Y,) 
B. Minimizing the Risk-Sensitive Criterion 
can easily verify that 
Using the conditional distribution density function (61), we 
ug, . . . , ui; yo, . . . , 9;) dzo duo . . . dui 1 
which shows that the risk-sensitive criterion (63) can be 
alternatively written as 
i) 0 > 0: maxJexp [ - :c, - $J,(zo,ug,...,u,; 
G 3 I l )  
min Jexp [ - ;cz - i ~ , ( x o , u g , . . .  ,U%;  
{ i , l l )  
yo,. . . , yz)] dzo duo . . . du,. 
yo,. . . , y,)] dzo duo. . . du,. 
ii) 6 < 0: 
This suggests that we define the second-order scalar form 
with 
We can now readily use the state-space model (64) and the 
results of the companion paper [1] to check for the condition 
of a minimum over ( 2 0 ,  uo, . . . , U,}  and to compute the value 
at the minimum. Then the resulting quadratic form can be 
further extremized via a Krein-space projection. The details 
will not be repeated here, since they are the same as those 
given in the derivation of the H" filter. We shall just note 
that the quadratic form 7% (zo, uo, . . . , U,; yo, . . . , yz) is exactly 
the same as the quadratic forms J f ,% (20, U O ,  . . . , U,; yo, . . . , 
U,; yo,. . . , y,), when we choose 6' = -7; , 19 = --yv2, P and 
0 = --T;~, and when the estimate is chosen as a filtered, 
predicted, and smoothed estimate, respectively. Therefore the 
derivations of the risk-sensitive filters follow exactly the same 
derivation of the H" filters discussed earlier. We thus have 
the following results. 
Theorem 7 (A Posteriori Risk-Sensitive Filter): For a given 
0 > 0, the risk-sensitive estimation problem always has a 
solution. For a given B < 0, a solution exists iff 
Yz), Jp,z  ( 2 0 ,  uo, . . .  , U,; YO, . .. , Y,), and/,:, ( 2 0 ,  U o ,  . . .  7 
Before proceeding with the extremizations in i) and ii), we 
need to ensure that the integrals in i) and ii) are finite. The [? ,5!1] and 
condition is given by the following lemma, which is easy to 
prove. 
= [? ~-'11] + [:] '3 IH3* L3* 1 
= 0,1, . . .z, where Po = no and have the same inertia for all 
Lemma 8 (Finiteness Condition): The integral 
1 exp [-i~,(zO,uo,.  . . ,U,; yo,. . . , y,) 1 dzo duo .. .du, P3+1 = F,P,F,* + G,Q,Gj 
- F,P,[H,* L,*]R,: [z]PP:- 
is finite iff J, (50, U o ,  . . . , U,; yo, . . . , Yz) has a minimum Over 
(20 ,  uo, . . . ,U,} .  In that case it is proportional to In both cases the optimal risk-sensitive filter with parmeter 0 is given by 
5,l, = L,QZ 1 exp { -5 min .fi(zo, uo, .. . ,U,; yo,.  . . ,a)}. 
20 >U 
? t + i l z + i  = E P , 1 2  + Ks,z+i(gz+i - Ht+1F,g,l,), 3-11-1 = 0 
The above lemma thus reduces the risk-sensitive problem 
to one of finding the minimum of a second-order scalar form. 
More precisely, the criterion becomes 
i> B > O *  min{i,,,}{min ,,,,J,( z o , u o , . . . , u , ; y o , " ' , ~ ~ ) }  
ii) m ~ { i , ~ l } { m i n ~ ~ , ~ ~ ~ ( z o ,  uo, ' '  ' 7 U,; yo, ' '  ' y ~ ) > .  
Note that the second of the above problems is a quadratic 
game problem [12]. Though we shall not consider quadratic 
games here, it is also possible to solve them using the approach [ 0 
given in this and the companion paper. 
and 
&,+1 = P,+lH,*+l(I + Hz+lpz+lc+l)-l. 
pro08 The proof is exactly that of Theorem 1. We only 
note here that for 0 > 0 a solution always exists since 
> 0 and the state-space model reduces to the i, ]8-11 
usual Hilbert-space setting. 
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Theorem 8 (A Priori Risk-Sensitive Filter): For a given 6 
> 0, the a priori risk-sensitive estimation problem always has 
a solution. For a given 0 < 0, a solution exists iff all leading 
submatrices of 
(4 I 4 I) (4 I+& l+l ( 6  4, 
- 1  Length 1 = 1  
l ime I 
have the same inertia for all j = 0,1, . . . i, where P, is the 
same as in the a posteriori case. In both cases the a priori 
risk-sensitive filter with parameter 6' is given by 
q z - 1  = ~~~~~~~1 
&+llz = ~ 2 ~ 2 1 2 - 1  + K a , t ( Y ,  - K ~ Z ~ % - l ) ,  201-1 = 0 
where 
Theorem 9 (Risk-Sensitive Smoother}: For a given 6' > 0, 
the risk-sensitive smoother always has a solution. For a given 
6' < 0, a solution exists iff the block diagonal matrix 
where 
and P, is the same as in the a posteriori case, has (i + 1)p 
positive eigenvalues and (i+ 1)q negative eigenvalues. In other 
words, iff 
In[Re] = [(i + 1 ) p  0 (i + l ) q ] .  
In both cases the risk-sensitive smoother is the H 2  smoother. 
We can now state the striking resemblances between the H ,  
and the risk-sensitive filters. The H" filters obtained earlier 
are essentially risk-sensitive filters with parameter I9 = - Y - ~ .  
Note, however, that at each level 7,  the H" filters are not 
unique, whereas for each 19, the risk-sensitive filters are unique. 
Also, the risk-sensitive filters generalize to the 6' > 0 case. It is 
also noteworthy that the optimal H, filter corresponds to the 
risk-sensitive filter with $ = -T;~, and that e is that value for 
which the minimizing property of 1% breaks down and ~ ~ ( 0 )  
becomes infinite. This relationship between the optimal H ,  
filter and the corresponding risk-sensitive filter was first noted 
in [21]. 
V. FINITE MEMORY ADAPTIVE FILTERING 
We now consider an application of the Krein space-Kalman 
filter to the problem of finite memory (or sliding window) 
adaptive filtering. It has been recently shown [20] that a unified 
derivation of adaptive filtering algorithms and their corre- 
sponding fast versions can be obtained by properly recasting 
the adaptive problem into a standard state-space estimation 
problem. We now verify that if we further allow the elements 
of the state-space model to belong to a Krein space, then the 
so-called sliding window problem can also be handled within 
\ 
Fig. 2. Sliding window with varying window length. 
the same framework. In fact, this framework also allows us 
to easily consider more general sliding patterns with windows 
of varying lengths, as explained ahead. Moreover, we shall 
obtain a physical interpretation of innovations with negative 
Gramian, and see that it corresponds to the loss of information. 
A. The Standard Problem 
The finite memory adaptive filtering problem can be formu- 
lated as follows: given the input-output pairs { h, , d ,  } where 
h, E elXn is a known input vector and d ,  E C is a known 
output scalar, recursively determine estimates of an unknown 
weight vector w E C", such that the scalar second-order form 
= w*rI;lw + (d, - h,w)*(d, - hjwr (66) 
,=z-l, +z 
where no > 0, is minimized for each i. 
Since J, is a function of the pairs {h,, d,};=2-l,+2, at each 
time instant i, we are interested in determining the estimate 
of w using only the data given over an interval of length I,. 
The quantity I, 2 0 is therefore referred to as the (memory) 
length of the sliding window. 
Note that we allow for a time-variant window length. To 
clarify this point, consider the example of Fig. 2 where at time 
i we have a window length of I ,  = I .  At the next time instant 
we add the data point {h,+l, d,+l}, so that the window length 
changes to Z,+I = I + 1. At time z + 2 we add the data point 
{h2+2, d2+2} and drop the data point {h,-l, d,-l} so that the 
window length remains Z2+2 = I+ 1. In a similar fashion, more 
general sliding window patterns can be considered as well. 
To recast expression (66) into the usual quadratic form 
considered in this paper, the lower index of the summation 
term needs to start at the fixed time 0. For this purpose, we 
rewrite J, as follows 
i 
=w*rIg lw+ (d,- 
,=2--1,+1 
2-1, 
+ C(dj - hjw)*(dj - 
,=0 
- x 2 - " ( d j  - h,w)*(d, - h,w) 
,=O 
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where we have added and subtracted identical terms. We now 
invoke a change of variables and substitute the time index i 
by another time index k that allows us to replace J, by a 
J k .  The new index k has the property whenever a new data 
point is added (i.e., i is incremented), then k is incremented. 
Whenever a data point is discarded from the window, however, 
k is incremented as well. Thus if at time i the length of the 
window is I,, then the index k will run from 0 to 2i - I ,  + 1 
(since there will have been i data points added and i-l,+l data 
points removed). To be more specific, the change of variables 
is as follows. 
a) At each time i, since the data point {h,, d,}  is added, 
- 
we increment the index k and define 
b) If at time i the data point {hi-lz, d i - l % }  is removed, we 
increment the index k once more and define 
& d,-z%, xk = h,-lx and R k  = -1. (69) 
With this convention we may write the quadratic form 
J z ( ~ , d , - l ~ + l , . . . , d z , h , - l ~ + l , . . . , h , )  as 
J, = J ~ ( w ,  do, * * . , d k ,  ho, * . . , hk) 
k 
= w*IIilw + E(& - h,w)*(d, - h3w) (70) 
which is of the form that we have been considering in this 
and the companion paper [l]. Note that the quadratic form 
j k  (w , do, . . , d k  , ho, . - . , hk) is indefinite, since whenever a 
data point is dropped we have R k  = -1. We can therefore 
use Krein-space methods to solve the problem. 
Using the same approach that we have used so far, we 
now construct the partially equivalent state-space model to 
the indefinite quadratic form jk. Thus 
J=o 
(71) x,+1:x,, xo=w 0 5.7 5 { d ,  = h,Xk + Vk 
We can now state the following result. 
Theorem 10 (Finite Memory Adaptive Filter): The finite 
memory adaptive filter is given by the following recursions. 
a) For updating the data point {h8, d,} at time 2, we have 
with I > 0, Q3 = 0, S, = 0, and R, as in (68) and (69). 
- 
W I Z  z - l % - l  - WIZ-1 2 - l s - 1  
+ K p , k ( d z  - hZWj,-l Z - Z s - 1 )  (72) 
where &I,, is the estimate when the sliding window 
encompasses all the data from time j to time i, and 
K p , k  = Pkh:R,: 
R e , k  = 1 + htPkh: (73) 
and where Pk satisfies the recursion 
p k + 1  pk - K p , k R e , k K p * , k ,  PO = (74) 
b) For downdating the data point {h,-l%, d,-l%} at time a ,  
we have 
where 
and Pk satisfies the recursion 
Moreover, the above solutions for 61~:~ always correspond to 
a minimum, and in particular 
when we are updating, and 
when we are downdating. 
Proo) The so-lutiom given by a) and b) in the above 
theorem are simply the Krein space-Kalman filter recursions 
for the state-space model (71) which we know computes the 
stationary point of J k  over w. This stationary point is always 
a minimum, however, since 
(recall that JIG1 > 0). U 
Using Lemma 12 in the companion paper [I], having a 
minimum means that R e , k  and R k  have the same inertia for 
all k .  Thus the statements (78) and (79) readily follow. 
The fact that whenever we drop data we have R e , k  < 0 has 
an interesting interpretation. Consider the equation 
If we drop data at step k we would expect Pk+1 to get 
larger (more positive-definite) than 4. This can only happen 
if R e , k  < 0. Thus, we may infer that innovations with negative 
Gramian correspond to a loss of information. 
The above discussion puts the problem of finite memory 
adaptive filtering into the same state-space estimation frame- 
work as conventional adaptive filtering techniques (see [20]). 
Therefore the various algorithmic extensions discussed there 
may be applied to finite memory problems, albeit that we now 
need to consider a Krein space. We shall not give the details 
here, but shall just mention that when the elements of the input 
vectors {h,} form a time sequence, viz. 
and when the window length is constant, i.e., 1, = I ,  then 
the state-space model (71) is periodic with period T = 2, 
and we may speed up the estimation algorithm by a so-called 
Chandrasekhar-type recursion. Similar results, obtained via a 
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VI. CONCLUSION We may finally remark that a major motivation for the 
Krein-space formulation is that it provides geometric insights 
into various estimation and control problems. Such geometric 
be used to provide a stochastic interpretation and a geomet- 
ric proof of the KYP (Kalman-Yacobovich-Popov) Lemma 
[27]-[29]. 
Certain studies in least-squares estimation, adaptive filter- 
ing, and filtering motivated us to develop a theory for 
Krein The main difference from &e conventional 
Hilbert-space framework for Kalman filtering and LQG control 
are that projections in Krein spaces may not necessarily exist 
or be unique, and that quadratic forms may have stationary 
points that are not necessarily extreme points (i.e., minima 
or maxima). We showed that these simple but fundamen- 
tal differences explain both the unexpected similarities and 
differences between the well-known Kalman-filter solution 
for stochastic state-space systems and the solution for the 
completely nonstochastic H” filtering problem. 
linear estimation in certain indefinite metric spaces, cdIed are For examp’% they can 
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The main points are the following. There are many problems 
whose solution can be reduced to the recursive minimization 
of some indefinite quadratic form. A stationary point, when 
it exists, of the quadratic form can be computed as follows: 
set up a (partially equivalent) problem of projecting a vector 
in a Krein space onto a certain subspace. The advantage is 
that when there is state-space structure, this projection can be 
recursively computed by using the innovations approach to 
derive a Krein space-Kalman filter. The equivalence is only 
partial because the Krein-space projection only defines the sta- 
tionary point of the quadratic form and further conditions need 
to be checked to determine if this point is also a minimum. It 
turns out that this checking can also be done recursively using 
quantities arising in the Kalman-filtering algorithms. 
Apart from quite straightforward derivations of known 
results in H 2 ,  H“, and risk-sensitive estimation and control, 
the above approach allows us to extend to the H” setting 
some of the huge body of results and insights developed 
over the last three decades in the field of Kalman filtering 
(and LQG control). A first bonus is the derivation (see 1241) 
of square-root and (fast) Chandrasekhar algorithms for H“O 
estimation and control, a possibility that is much less obvious 
in current approaches. These square-root algorithms, which are 
now increasingly standard in H 2  Kalman filtering, have two 
advantages over the earlier H” algorithms: they eliminate the 
need for explicitly checking the existence conditions of the 
filters and have various potential numerical and implementa- 
tional advantages. 
Application of the Krein-space formulation to adaptive 
filtering arises from the approach in [20] where it was shown 
how to recast adaptive filtering problems as state-space es- 
timation problems. If we further allow the elements of the 
state-space model to belong to a Krein space, then we can solve 
finite memory and H“ adagtive filtering problems. In the 
finite memory case, this allows us to consider general sliding 
patterns with windows of varying lengths. In the H” adaptive 
case, this has allowed us to establish that the famed LMS (or 
stochastic gradient) algorithm is an optimal H” filter [25]. 
We also remark that, although not pursued here, it is also 
possible to construct dual (rather than partially equivalent) 
Krein state-space models (via the concept of a dual basis) 
which can be used to extend the methods of this paper to the 
solution of H 2  and H“ control problems. 
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